
Let´s Have A Good Time 
 

Vers 1 
C5                                                   F9                                                  C5                         F9 

    there´s an old man sitting by the playground  -  like a puppet on a broken string 

C5                                                    F9                                                                     C5                F9 

    he´s drinking wine and smoking cigarettes  -   and sometimes you can hear him sing                      he 

C5                                        F9                                                   C5                   F9 

woke up late one morning   -    and his house had turned into a parking lot 

C5                                                       F9                                     C5                     F9 

    he kept on living there between an opel and a ford  -   he just liked the spot 

 

Bridge 1 
G/H                       C5                  F9           G4 

   once there were roses growing from his hand 

G/H                          C5                              F9        G4          C5 

   but no matter how much he tried  -  they always turned to sand 

 

Vers 2 
C5                                                   F9                                                  C5                         F9 

there´s a little girl on the dark sidewalk  -  where she belongs nobody knows 

C5                                                   F9                                                  C5                         F9 

she´s walking hand in hand with her tiny shadow   -   her pockets full of snow 

C5                                                   F9                                                  C5                         F9 

you can see her in the morning  -   and you can see her shake and shiver late at night 

C5                                                   F9                                                  C5                         F9 

and she´s wearing that same old jacket   -   and those shoes that are much to tight 

 

Bridge 2 
G/H                       C5                 F9           G4 

   there are tears in her voice but none in her eyes 

G/H                 C5                           F9                             F9 

   nobody erver gives a damn if she lives or she dies  -    this ain´t no paradise 

 

Chorus 
C5                                  F9                    G4 

   Let´s have a good time  -  let´s have a ball   - we´re 

C5                                                        F9                       G4 

rich and we are handsome  - we don´t mind the poor at all 

C5                                  F9                    G4 

   Let´s have a good time  -  let´s have a ball   - we´re 

C5                                                               F9                    G4 

we´re working for our money – they don´t wanna work at all 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Vers 3 
C5                                                        F9                                           C5                F9 

   there´s an old woman down by the trashcans  -  laying the table to dine 

C5                                                         F9                                             C5          F9 

   her thoughts on a past and on fading memories  -  that still refuse to rhyme          once she 

C5                                                             F9                         C5        F9 

build this place from rubble  -   she was a heroine back in ´45       -      she´s still  

C5                                                 F9                                   C5                F9 

waiting for her husband   -  her reward, just not enough to die 

 

Bridge 3 
G/H                  C5                         F9           G4                                      

long ago she enjoyed to watch her children grow     -      

G/H                           C5                   F9                    F9                                 

now every day she is bending closer to her shadow 

 

Chorus 
 

 

 
                                         

                   Akkorde zu “Let´s have a good time“ 

 
                                     C5                                                       G/H 
1 e|--------|--------|---4----|      1 e|--------|--------|---4----|      

2 H|---1----|--------|--------|      2 H|--------|--------|---3----| 

3 G|--------|--------|--------|o     3 G|--------|--------|--------|o               

4 D|--------|----2---|--------|      4 D|--------|--------|--------|o 

5 A|--------|--------|---3----|      5 A|--------|----1---|--------| 

6 E|--------|--------|--------|x     6 E|--------|--------|--------|x 

     1. Bund          2. Bund        3. Bund                                 1. Bund          2. Bund        3. Bund 

 
                                   G4                                                          F9 
1 e|--------|--------|---4----|      1 e|--------|--------|---4----|      

2 H|----1---|--------|--------|      2 H|----1---|--------|--------| 

3 G|--------|--------|--------|o     3 G|--------|--------|--------|o               

4 D|--------|--------|--------|o     4 D|--------|--------|---3----| 

5 A|--------|--------|--------|x     5 A|--------|--------|--------|x 

6 E|--------|--------|---3----|      6 E|--------|--------|--------|x 

     1. Bund          2. Bund        3. Bund                                1. Bund          2. Bund        3. Bund 

 
 


